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Abstract
This paper proposes a unified framework for the effective ratanalysis over arbitrary correlated
and not necessarily identical multiple inputs single output (MISO) fading channels, which uses moment
generating function (MGF) based approach andH transform representation. The proposed framework has
the potential to simplify the cumbersome analysis procedurcompared to the probability density function
(PDF) based approach. Moreover, the effective rates over two specific fading scenarios are investigated,
namely independent but not necessarily identical distributed (i.n.i.d.) MISO hyper Fox’sH fading
channels and arbitrary correlated generalizedK fading channels. The exact analytical representations
for these two scenarios are also presented. By substitutingcorresponding parameters, the effective rates
in various practical fading scenarios, such as Rayleigh, Nakag mi-m, Weibull/Gamma and generalized
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K fading channels, are readily available. In addition, asymptotic approximations are provided for the
proposedH transform and MGF based approach as well as for the effectiverate over i.n.i.d. MISO
hyper Fox’sH fading channels. Simulations under various fading scenarios are also presented, which
support the validity of the proposed method.
Index Terms
Effective rate,H transform, Fox’sH function, generalized fading channel, moment generating
function.
I. INTRODUCTION
When evaluating the maximum achievable bit rate of a wireless system over fading channels,
Shannon’s channel capacity is the most important performance metric. It has also been widely
adopted as the basis of performance analysis as well as mechanism design. However, many
emerging applications are real-time applications, for example voice over IP, interactive video and
most of the smart grid applications. For these real-time applications, not only throughput, but also
delay should be considered as one of the quality of service (QoS) requirements. Unfortunately,
delay performance cannot be analysed using the traditionalSh nnon’s theory.
In order to deal with this issue, the theory of effective rate(or effective capacity) has been
proposed by Wu and Negi [1], which bridges the gap between statistic l QoS guarantees and
the maximum achievable transmission rate. Since then it hasbeen widely used as a powerful
analytical tool and QoS provisioning metric in different scenarios. In [2], the resource allocation
and flow selection algorithms for video distribution over wireless networks have been studied
based on the effective rate theory, where energy efficiency and statistical delay bound have
been considered. In [3] and [4], scheduling algorithms havebe n studied for the multi-user
time division downlink systems, exploiting the effective rate as the key to characterizing QoS
constraints. In [5], the effective rate of two-hop wirelesscommunication systems has been
studied, where the impact of nodes’ buffer constraints on the throughput has been considered.
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The effective rate has also been applied in the research of cognitive radio networks [6], [7] for
assisting QoS analysis.
The channel’s fading effect is one major reason for the fluctuation of the instantaneous channel
capacity, but how to analyse the effective rate under different fading scenarios is still an open
research area. There exist a few successful attempts, such athe effective rate over Nakagami-
m, Rician and generalizedK [8], Weibull [9], η−µ [10] , α−µ [11], κ−µ shadowed channels
[12], correlated exponential channels [13]. In [14], the effective rate over correlated Nakagami-
channels has been obtained in closed form, where the effective rate over correlated Rician fading
channel has also been derived in analytical form.
These approaches can be categorized as probability densityfunction (PDF) based method,
since the analyses highly rely on the exact or approximated PDF of the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR). A general PDF based framework for the multiple inputssingle output (MISO) effective
rate analysis has been proposed in [8]. However, the joint PDF is unavailable for many fading
channels and it is often very hard, if not impossible, to obtain he exact PDF for further analysis.
Hence many researches have put a lot of effort on approximating the PDF of multiple fading
channels [8], [11], [12]. This fact results in the situationthat the PDF based effective rate analyses
are generally studied in a case-by-case way.
To address aforementioned issues, this paper proposes a moment generating function (MGF)
based framework for the effective rate analysis over MISO fading channels usingH transform
representation. It has been clearly pointed out in [15]–[17] that MGF based approaches are
beneficial in simplifying the analysis or even enabling the calculations of some important
performance indexes when the PDF based approaches seem impractical. There are successful
trials to use the MGF based approach to analyse the effectiverate under single input single
output (SISO) conditions [18] and multi-hop systems [19]. In addition,H transform analysis
method [20] has been exploited in this paper. Besides effective rate, many important metrics in
the wireless communication system, for example ergodic capa ity, error probability and error
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exponents, are defined in integrations form. It can be observed from vast amount of literatures
that it is non-trivial and usually complicated to deal with these integrations [8]–[15], especially
when multivariate random variable is involved. It has been pointed out in [20] thatH transform
is a potential unified analysis method, which can provide a systematic language in dealing with
the statistical metrics involving random variables in the wireless communication systems. This
aspect will be shown in later part of this paper.
The scope of this paper is effective rate over arbitrary correlated and not necessarily identical
MISO fading channels. Note that when dealing with multiple channels, the instantaneous channel
power gain at the receiver is described by multivariate random variable in general cases, which is
different from the SISO conditions where univariate randomvariable may be sufficient. In [18],
the SISO case is well studied, yet the results are hard to extend to multiple channel conditions,
which is the main focus of this paper. Moreover, in this paperw use theH transform and
multivariate Fox’sH function to present the effective rate over both i.n.i.d. and correlated fading
channels, which further simplify the analysis and provide amore general analytical framework.
The major contributions of this paper are listed as follows:
• A MGF based framework is proposed for analysing the effectivrate over arbitrary correlated
and not necessarily identical MISO fading channels usingH transform representation.
Due to the properties ofH transform, the cumbersome mathematical calculation involving
integration operation can be simplified.
• H transform involving multivariate Fox’sH function is investigated. As many important
metrics in wireless communication systems can be representd by H transform and the
statistical properties of multiple fading channels may be characterized using multivariate
Fox’s H functions, the obtained results are also valuable in the analysis of other metrics in
the multiple channel conditions. Also to the authors’ best knowledge, this work is the first
to deal with multiple channel problems within theH transform framework.
• Effective rate over both i.n.i.d. and correlated channel scnarios are studied. The exact
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analytical expressions of effective rate over i.n.i.d. MISO hyper Fox’sH fading channels
and arbitrary correlated generalizedK fading channels are given. The effective rates over
various practical fading channels are readily available bysimply substituting corresponding
parameters, such as generalizedK and Weibull/Gamma fading channels, which avoids the
case-by-case study in these fading scenarios.
• Asymptotic approximations are provided for the effective rate analysis over MISO fading
channels, where the truncation error and the discretization error are studied. Using this
approximation, the proposed effective rate expressions over i.n.i.d. MISO hyper Fox’sH
fading channels can be accurately estimated in a unified and closed-form framework.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. System model is introduced in Section II.
Section III proposes the MGF based approach for MISO effectiv rate over arbitrary correlated
and not necessarily identical fading channels usingH transform representation. The effective
rate over i.n.i.d. MISO hyper Fox’sH fading channel as well as arbitrary correlated generalized
K fading channels is investigated in Section IV, where several special cases are discussed. Then
approximations are investigated in Section V, with simulation results presented in Section VI.
Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section VII.
Throughout the paper, the following notations are used.C denotes complex numbers. Bold
letters denote vectors.1N denotes all-one vector ofN elements.(·)† denotes the Hermitian
transpose.E{·} denotes the expectation operator of a random variable and Pr{·} is the probability
function. Γ(z) is the gamma function [21, eq.(5.2.1)].Hm,np,q [·] andH [·] denote the univariate
Fox’s H function or multivariate Fox’sH function defined by (33)-(39) depending on the variates
involved1, which are detailed in Appendix A.H{·}(·) denotes the Fox’sH transform. A bold
dash “—” is used where no parameter is present.f(γ) denotes PDF function, whileφ(s) denotes
1For notationally simplicity, we use the similar format to rep sent both univariate and multivariate Fox’sH function, which
can be distinguished by the number of variates involved. Since univariate Fox’sH function is included as a special case of
multivariate Fox’sH function, they can be treated universally as multivariate Fox’s H function.
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MGF function. Some frequently used parameter sequences have been summarized in Table I.
TABLE I
FREQUENTLY USED ORDER AND PARAMETER SEQUENCES
Symbols Order and Parameter Sequences
OMGF
PMGF
(1, 0, 0, 1)
(1, 1,—, 0,—, 1)
OER
PER
(1, 0, 0, 1)







(n + 1, m, q, p+ 1)
(u/v, 1/v, 1− d−D, (0, 1− c−C),D, (1,C))
II. SYSTEM MODEL
In this paper, a MISO fading channel model is considered, where there areN transmit antennas
and only one receive antenna as shown in Fig. 1. The channels are assumed to be flat block
fading, then the channel input-output relation can be written as
y = hx + n
0
, (1)
whereh ∈ C1×N denotes the MISO channel vector,x is the transmit signal vector, andn
0
represents the complex additive white Gaussian noise with zero mean and varianceN0. It is
assumed that the transmission power is uniformly allocatedcross the transmit antennas, and
the channels are assumed to be arbitrarily correlated and not necessarily identically distributed.
The average transmit SNR is defined asρ = P
BN0
, whereP is the average transmit power
of the system andB denotes the bandwidth. The channel state information is assumed to be
only available at the receiver and the instantaneous channel power gain of thejth channel is
defined byγj = |hj|2, wherehj is the jth component of the fading vectorh. In this paper,
we consider the maximum ratio transmission scheme, hence the instantaneous channel power
gain at the receiver end can be defined byγend=
∑N
j=1 γj. The joint MGFφend is defined by


























Fig. 1. MISO system model.
φend(s) = E{e−s
∑N
j=1 γj}. Specifically, if the channels are independent with each other, t en the







whereφj(s) is defined byφj(s) =
∫∞
0
e−sγfj(γ)dγ and fj(γ) is the PDF of thejth channel’s
power gain.
III. EFFECTIVE RATE ANALYSIS USING MGF
Effective rate is the maximum constant rate that a fading channel can support under statistical
delay constraints, which can be written as [1]






, θ 6= 0, (3)
whereC represents the system’s throughput during a single time block andT denotes the duration
of a time block. The QoS exponentθ is given by [1]
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whereL is the equilibrium queue-length of the buffer at the transmitter. Whenz is large, the
buffer violation probability can be approximated by Pr{L ≥ z} ≈ e−θz. Correspondingly, if we
denote the steady-state delay at the buffer byDdelay, then the probability ofDdelay exceeding
the maximum allowed delaydmax can be given by Pr{Ddelay ≥ dmax} ≈ e−θδdmax, where δ is
determined by the characters of the queueing system [22]. Hence the minimum required QoS
exponentθ0 is decided by the delay constraints, and in order to guarantee the delay performance,
the QoS exponentθ has to satisfy the constraintθ ≥ θ0. Moreover, whenθ0 → 0, the effective
rate approaches the Shannon’s capacity [22].
When the transmitter sends uncorrelated circularly symmetric zero-mean complex Gaussian













whereA = θTB/ ln 2. Normally, (5) will involve multiple integrations of multivariate functions,
since the PDF ofγend=
∑N
j=1 γj is described by multivariate random variables in general cases.
Yet by using the MGF instead of PDF and applying theH transform theory, the effective rate
can be derived as follows.
Theorem 1: The effective rate over arbitrary correlated and not necessarily identically distributed



























whereOER=(1, 0, 0, 1) andPER=(1,1,—,A−1,—,1).
Proof: See Appendix B.
Remark: The integral form of the effective rate of MISO fading channels can be obtained by
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Using the fact that0 ≤ φend(s) ≤ 1, the integral can be proved to be absolutely converge. Hence
the H transform in (6) and (7) exist.
We highlight that (6) and its equivalent (7) inH transform form are more attractive than the
integral form in (8). On one hand, the MGF of most commonly used fading distributions can
be written in Fox’sH function format [24], which facilitates the application ofTheorem 1. On
the other hand, we can interpret the effective rate as theH transform of the PDF or MGF of
the power gain by the parameter sequenceOER andPER with some more manipulations. It has
been studied in [20] that many important metrics such as ergodic capacity, error probability,
error exponent can be expressed in similarH transform format with corresponding parameter
sequences. Note that one merit ofH transform is that the manipulation of parameter sequences
only involves very basic arithmetic operations, hence theH transform representation can provide
a unified, systematic and simple framework for wireless performance analysis such as effective
rate. In addition, in Section IV, we will show that for deriving MGF from the known PDF or
analysing effective rate over SISO, i.n.i.d. and correlated scenarios,H transform is a very useful
analysing tool.
In addition, compared to the PDF based approach, the MGF based pproach has many
advantages. First, the PDF based approach can be viewed as a speci l case of the MGF based
approach. This is due to the fact that in the PDF based approach, the joint PDF has to be obtained
in advance of further analysis. When the joint PDF is available, y using the relationship of PDF
and MGF, it can be proved that the PDF based approach is involved in the case ofN = 1 in
the proposed MGF based approach. Second, in the i.n.i.d. scenarios, the joint MGF can be
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calculated by the product of the individual channels’ MGF, which enables the analyses where
the PDF based approach has difficulties [11], [25]. This feature makes the analysis more flexible
and applicable to different and complex channel conditions.
IV. EXACT EFFECTIVE RATE OVERMISO FADING CHANNELS
In this section, we will investigate the effective rate overspecific i.n.i.d. and correlated
channels. For the i.n.i.d. scenario, the effective rate over i.n.i.d. hyper Fox’sH fading channels
is derived, while the arbitrary correlated generalizedK fading channels are considered for the
correlated scenario.
A. Effective rate over i.n.i.d. MISO hyper Fox’s H fading channels
The hyper Fox’sH fading model [24] uses the sum of severalH variates to exactly represent
or approximate a very wide range of different fading distribution models, including Rayleigh,
Weibull, Nakagami-m, Weibull/Gamma and generalizedK fading models. For a full list of
special cases, interested readers are referred to [24]. By matching the parameters, effective rates
over various i.n.i.d. MISO fading channels are readily avail ble, which will further simplify the
effective rate analysis under such conditions.



































defined overγ ≥ 0 and the subscripts ofm
j,k
denote that this parameter is associated to the
kth parameter set of the PDFfj(γ), wherek ∈ (1, 2, . . . , Kj). Same notation rule applies to the
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are the parameters satisfying a distributional
structure such thatfj(γ) ≥ 0 for all γ ≥ 0 and
∫∞
0
fj(γ)dγ = 1 [24]. The necessary condition







cj + Cj < 1, ∀j = 1, 2, . . . , n
− dj
Dj
< 1, ∀j = 1, 2, . . . , m
(11)



























where OMGF = (1, 0, 0, 1) and PMGF = (1, 1,—, 0,—, 1) as given in Table I. The Mellin
operation⊡ is defined in Appendix A, which is a typical operation inH transform. Mellin
operation is very useful since when the integration kernel is fixed, for example in the case of
deriving MGF from PDF, it uses basic arithmetic manipulation f parameters to replace the
integration operation procedure.
As the derivation will involve theH transform of multivariateH function, we introduce
the following lemma, which enables us to analyse the effectiv rate over i.n.i.d. MISO fading
channels.
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whereOR’ = (1, 0, 0, 1), PR’ = (s1−η, 1,—, η − 1,—, 1), s > 0 and η ≥ 0. The short notation
of multivariate Fox’sH function H0,n0p0,q0 [·] is defined by (36) in Appendix A. Specially, when













































Proof: Using [28, eq.(2.1)] and theH transform definition (40), (14) can be obtained.
Applying (33), (15) can be obtained.
It is straightforward that theH transform parameterOER andPER in Theorem 1 are special
cases ofOR’ andPR’ in Lemma 1. Hence with the MGF representation ofγj and Lemma 1, the
effective rate over i.n.i.d. MISO hyper Fox’sH fading channel can be given by the following
theorem.
Theorem 2: If N channels of the MISO systems are mutually independent but not necessarily
identical distributed and the instantaneous channel powergainγj of each channel follows hyper
Fox’s H fading, then the effective rate over i.n.i.d. MISO hyper Fox’s H fading channels can be






























Proof: Substituting both (12) and (2) into Theorem 1, then using Lemma 1, (16) can be
obtained.
Remark: Theorem 2 is a good example about how to apply Theorem 1 to estimate the i.n.i.d.
fading channels in a general way. As will be illustrated in IV-B, the equation (16) can be much
simplified in some special cases and estimated thereafter. However, as presented in Section V,
the equation (16) using multivariate Fox’sH function can be evaluated uniformly without the
need of further reduction or simplification, which simplifythe analysis and calculation procedure
in a general way.
Although many parameters have been used to describe the hyper Fox’s H fading model,
according to [24], most commonly used fading channels have very simple parameters. Another
interesting observation is that the parameter sequences in(16) are the parameter sequences
of the involved MGF functions without changes. By substituting corresponding parameters in
specific channel scenarios, Theorem 2 is directly applicable to the analysis of effective rate
over various i.n.i.d. fading channel conditions. In addition, the multivariate Fox’sH function
is a mathmatical tracable function. There are researches onthe property [29], reduction [30],
expansion [31] and integrations [32] involving multivariate Fox’s H functions, which can be
used for the simplification in special cases and derivation in applications. Interested readers can
refer to the references therein for further details.
B. Special cases of i.n.i.d. hyper Fox’s H fading channels
We now investigate the effective rate over three special fading channels, namely i.n.i.d. Fox’s
H fading channels, i.i.d. Nakagami-fading channels and SISO hyper Fox’sH channel. On one
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hand, the scenarios considered in these special cases are very practical and widely used in the
study of wireless system performance. On the other, these special cases give examples of how
to apply the proposed theorems under specific channel conditi s.
1) i.n.i.d. Fox’s H fading channels:
Fox’s H fading model can be included as a special case in the hyper Fox’s H fading model,
which can characterize the fluctuations of the signal envelope due to multipath fading superim-
posed on shadowing variations [20]. Typical fading models dcribing both small-scale and large-
scale fading effects, such as Rayleigh/lognormal, Nakagami-m/lognormal and Weibull/Gamma
fading, are all special cases of the Fox’sH fading model. This model is extensively used in the
research of fading channels due to its clear physical meaning [20], [33]. Every fading effect in
the Fox’sH fading is defined based on the Fox’sH variate, which uses the Fox’sH function to
describe the PDF of the random variate. Hence when defining a Fox’s H variate, it only needs
to define its parameter sequences in the format ofX ∼ H(O,P). For simplicity, the Fox’sH
function, Fox’sH transform and their associated operation functions are exploited, which have
been detailed in Appendix A. These operations are all basic manipulations of the parameter
sequences, which is beneficial in compositing different fading effects as well as deriving MGF
from PDF as shown below.
For a single channel labelled withj (j=1,2, . . . ,N), let the non-negative random variableZj
andXj be Fox’sH variates [33] and describe the multipath fading effect and shadowing effect,
such thatZj ∼ H(OZj ,PZj ) andXj ∼ H(OXj ,PXj ) [20].
If the multipath fading and shadowing effects are statistically independent, then the instanta-
neous channel power gainγj is again Fox’sH variateγj ∼ H(Ofj ,Pfj), whereOfj=OZj ⊞OXj
andPfj=〈1,2,−12
∣
∣PZj ⊞PXj . The elementary operation〈·|P and convolution operation⊞ are
defined in Appendix A.
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The MGF of the instantaneous channel power gainγj can be written as







Oφj = OMGF ⊡Ofj
Pφj = PMGF ⊡Pfj
(18)
where Mellin operation⊡ is defined in Appendix A. Note the MGF of Fox’sH fading model
is represented by only one Fox’sH function, it coincides as a special case of hyper Fox’sH
fading model with the parameterKj = 1 in (9). Then the effective rate over i.n.i.d. MISO Fox’s






















whereOφj andPφj are defined in (18).
This special case gives a good example of how to derive the effective rate from the known
fading parameters of the specific fading channel via the proposed method andH transform
operations. It should also be noticed that although severalH transform operations are used in
the deriving procedure, they only involve some basic arithmetic manipulations of the parameters,
such as addition, subtraction, multiplication, division,sequence changes of the parameters as
well as the combination of such operations. One can readily obtain the more familiar yet tedious
representation by expanding these operations described inAppendix A.
2) I.i.d. Nakagami-m fading channels:
Nakagami-m fading model is one of the most widely used fading model in theperformance
analysis of wireless communication systems, which includes one-sided Gaussian and Rayleigh
fading model as special cases. It has been recommended by IEEE Vehicular Technology Society
Committee on Radio Propagation for theoretical studies of fading channels [34]. For a single
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channel, if the instantaneous channel power gain follows Nakag mi-m distribution, thenγj ∼
H(Oj,Pj), whereOj = (1, 0, 0, 1) and Pj = ( m̂Γ(m̂) , m̂,—, m̂−1,—, 1) [20]. The symbolm̂
denotes the parameter associated to Nakagami-m fading model. Using (17), the MGF can be
given by
φj(s)=H [s,Oφj ,Pφj ], (20)





, 1−m̂, 0, 1, 1). Substituting these parameters into The-
orem 2 as well as the relation connecting generalized Lauricella function and multivariate Fox’s
H function [23, A.31], then using the reduction formulae for the multivariate hypergeometric
function [35, eq.(14)], the effective rate expression can be simply represented by generalized
hypergeometric functionspFq[·] [21, eq.(16.2.1)] as follows








Note that using the identity of [21, eq.(13.6.21)], the exprssion given in (21) coincides with [8,
eq.(7)], which supports the validation of our derivation.
3) SISO hyper Fox’s H fading channel:
SISO fading channel is included as a special case of i.n.i.d.channel, where only one channel
is considered, i.e.N = 1. Under SISO hyper Fox’sH fading channel condition, the MGF can
be expressed by the sum of univariate Fox’sH functions asφend(s) =
∑K
k=1H [s,Oφk ,Pφk ],
whereOφk = (mφk ,nφk ,pφk ,qφk) andPφk=(uφk ,vφk ,cφk ,dφk ,Cφk ,Dφk). In this case, using (6) in





























Note that (22) can be also obtained by substitutingN = 1 into (16). It can be verified that
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(22) coincides with [18, eq.(7)], which supports the validation of the derivation. Also in this
special case, the effective rate representation in (22) only involves univariate Fox’sH functions.
C. Effective rate over arbitrary correlated generalized K fading channels
If the transmit antennas are sufficiently separated in space, it is reasonable to assume indepen-
dence between the received signals from different antennas. Yet this assumption may be crude
for some systems, where correlation between antennas is a more practical scenario. Hence in
this part, we investigate the effective rate over the arbitrary correlated generalizedK fading
channels.
GeneralizedK fading model has been first introduced in [36] to model the intnsity of radiatio
scattered with a non-uniform phase distribution (weak-scatterer regime), which accounts for the
composite effect of Nakagami-m multipath fading and gamma shadowing. Here we assume
the multipath fading effect and shadowing effect are independent with each other, which are
represented by random variableωj and ξj, respectively. Letγj = ξjωj with j = 1, 2, . . . , N
and assumeξj(j = 1, 2, . . . , N) are i.i.d. Gamma-distributed random variables with parameter
m1, while ωj(j = 1, 2, . . . , N) are identically distributed with arbitrary correlation matrix Σ
and parameterm2. The elements of the correlation matrix are given byΣi,j = 1 for i = j and
Σi,j = ri,j for i 6= j, where0 ≤ ri,j < 1 is the correlation coefficient between channeli and
j. Using [37, eq.(9)] as well as the relation between Meijer’sG function and Fox’sH function


























, (1 − m1 − αj , 1 − m2), 0, (1, 1), 1) with
αj = k1 for j = 1, αj = kN−1 for j = N andαj = kj−1 + kj for j = 2, 3, . . . , N − 1. W is
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the inverse ofΣ, whose elements are denoted bypi,j. By substituting (23) into Theorem 1 and
applying Lemma 2, the effective rate of generalizedK fading channels with arbitrary correlation





























Note that if γj are independent with each other, thenW = I and (24) reduces to the case of
i.i.d. generalizedK fading channels as





















where the operator sequence reduces toOj = (1, 2, 2, 1) and Pj = (1, 1m1m2 , (1 − m1, 1 −
m2), 0, (1, 1), 1).
V. APPROXIMATIONS
By substituting the parameters corresponding to the individual channels, we can obtain the
analytical expression for the effective rate over hyper Fox’s H fading channels through Theorem
2. In this section, we propose a simple asymptotic approximation method, which provides an
easy way to evaluate the representations presented in Section IV.
We commence on the following lemma.
Lemma 2: If let E(Q) =
∫∞
Q





ℓ=0 f(ℓ) denote the discretization error, then for0≪Q≪M the following relation can be


































+ E(Q) + E(M),
(26)
whereOER=(1, 0, 0, 1) andPER=(1,1,—,A−1,—,1) are effective rate parameter sequences de-

























E(Q) = 0, lim
M→∞
E(M) = 0. (29)
Proof: See Appendix C.
By applying Lemma 2, the multivariate Fox’sH function involved in the effective rate
calculation can be approximated using the following theorem.





































providing that eachH [s,Oj,Pj ] satisfies the convergence conditions of MGF functions,η ≥ 0
and0≪Q≪M .
Proof: Applying Lemma 2 to Lemma 1, (30) can be obtained.
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Remark: Theorem 3 shows that the special multivariate Fox’sH function can be evaluated by
the product of univariate Fox’sH functions, where there are already methods for the evaluation of
univariate Fox’sH function in numerical software like Matlab. It should be noticed that although
we limit the conditions of each univariate Fox’sH function involved in (30) to be satisfying
the MGF functions’ convergence conditions, in fact the conditions can be further relaxed, for
example when each univariate Fox’sH function approaches 0 ass→ ∞ and the second partials
are bounded for all non-negative real numbers.
Hence in this way, we can get the general approximation formula for the MGF based approach
in the following theorem.
Theorem 4: The effective rate over arbitrary correlated and not necessarily identical MISO


















where0≪Q≪M and the truncation error as well as the discretization erroris given by (27) and
(28).
Proof: Substituting (26) into (8) and after some simple algebra manipulation, the desired
result can be obtained.
Compared to the exact representation (6) proposed in Theorem 1, the approximated representa-
tion (31) in Theorem 4 is also very attractive. This representation only involves the summation of
finite terms, which may help to reduce the computational complexity at the cost of accuracy. But
as shown in Section VI, the asymptotic approximation converges quickly since the exponential
fading form is involved, whereQ = 15 and M
Q
= 300 provides good fit to both analytical and
simulation results.
Remark: Applying Theorem 3, the effective rate of i.n.i.d. MISO hyper Fox’sH fading channels
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In order to verify the proposed MGF approach and approximation method in this paper,
simulations under different fading scenarios are carried out, where the parameters are listed in
Table II. Without loss of generality, the duration of a time block T = 1 ms and the bandwidth
of the systemB = 1 kHz have been assumed. For each simulated scenario, we have run 107
trails for simulating each channel condition with unit power. Since the parameters in hyper
Fox’s H fading model have physical meanings only when specific fading models are considered,
generalizedK fading model and Weibull/Gamma fading model have been used aex mples to
validate the proposed MGF method, which are all special cases of hyper Fox’sH fading model.
These two fading models are very practical, which can characte ize large scale and small scale
fading effect simultaneously, and include many practical fading models as special cases, such as
Rayleigh, Nakagami-m and Weibull fading model. These two fading models have been proved
to fit measurements in various channel conditions and extensivl y used in the study of wireless
communication systems [36], [38].
For a single channel, the instantaneous channel power gain parameter sequences for generalized
K fading model are [20, Table IX]Oγ = (2, 0, 0, 2) andPγ = ( m̂ψΓ(m̂)Γ(1/ψ) ,
m̂
ψ
,—, (m̂− 1, 1
ψ
−
1),—, 12), where multipath fading severity parameterm̂ ≥ 12 and shadowing figureψ ∈ [0, 2].
Specially, whenψ = 0, the generalizedK fading reduces to the Nakagami-fading. The
instantaneous channel power gain parameter sequences for Weibull/Gamma fading model are












the fading severity parameterβ > 0 and shadowing figureψ ≥ 0. This model reduces to Weibull
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fading whenψ = 0 and includesK fading as special case whenβ = 2. The exact analytical
effective rate representation for i.n.i.d. conditions canbe directly obtained by substituting the
above parameters into the proposed MGF based approach in Theorem 2. The univariate Fox’sH
function is evaluated using the method proposed in [39]. When multivariate Fox’sH functions
are involved, they are estimated using the proposed approximation method in Theorem 3 while
the analytical values are evaluated using the numerical method in [40].
TABLE II
PARAMETERS FOR DIFFERENT FADING SCENARIOS
Scenarios Fading Model Parameters
SISO N=1 Weibull/Gamma β=3, ψ=1










Correlated N=2 Correlated generalizedK
m̂=1, ψ=1
r=0, 0.5, 0.8



























Fig. 2. Effective rate using different discretization and truncation ratioM
Q
compared with analytical results and simulation
results in i.i.d. generalizedK fading scenario.
The i.i.d. conditions are special cases in i.n.i.d. conditions. In order to verify the proposed
approximation methods with existing results, the analytical results are estimated using [8, eq.(53)]
and the parameters used in [8] are exploited. When approximating the effective rate using (31)
in Theorem 4, the truncation parameterQ can be chosen by a small number in practice, which
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is due to the fact that the estimated integration involving exponential fading terms. From the
simulation experiments, we find thatQ = 15 is good enough for the estimation purpose, where
further increase of the value ofQ will not give more accurate results. By increasing the ratioof
the discretization parameterM and the truncation parameterQ, the approximation approaches
the exact value, as shown in Fig. 2. It is shown that whenM/Q ≥ 200, the approximations
are tight with the simulation as well as analytical results,which supports the validation of the
proposed approximation method. In the following part,M/Q is selected as 300 as default, which
gives good accuracy as well as low computational complexity.




























Fig. 3. Effective rate over SISO and i.n.i.d. MISO fading channels, where parameters for each channel are listed in TableII.


























Fig. 4. Effective rate under different QoS exponentialθ in i.n.i.d. Weibull/Gamma fading channels withN = 2.
In order to test the performance of the proposed methods under i.n.i.d. MISO fading channel
conditions, different fading parameters and channel numbers are used, which are detailed in
Table II. For different scenarios, it is shown in Fig. 3 that the approximations are sufficiently
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tight across a wide range of SNR (in this case from 0 to 20 dB) under different scenarios. Since
the effective rate over i.n.i.d. MISO fading channels can beestimated based on the product of
the individual channel’s MGF as presented in Thereom 4, the proposed MGF based approach is
flexible and easy to extend.
Effective rate under different QoS exponentθ is the most interested parameter in the applica-
tions, since it can be used as a metric in the QoS provisioningschemes. Larger QoS exponent
θ corresponds to tighter delay constraint. As shown in Fig. 4,the maximum available data rate
drops with the increase of QoS exponentθ, in order to guarantee the system’s delay performance.
Also when the SNR gets higher, the same increase ofθ results in greater drop of the effective
rate.


























Fig. 5. Effective rate under correlated generalizedK fading channel with different correlation coefficientsr = 0, 0.5, 0.8 and
N = 2, where approximation results are compared to analytical results and simulation results.
Furthermore, the effective rate over correlated generalizedK fading channels is investigated,
whose channel fading parameters are given in Table II. It is shown in Fig. 5 that the effective
rate reduces as the correlation coefficientr increases from 0 to 0.8, where the case ofr = 0
corresponds to i.i.d. generalizedK fading channels.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a new MGF based approach for the effective rateanalysis over arbitrary correlated
and not necessarily identical MISO fading channels usingH transform representation has been
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proposed. The proposed framework has simplified the representation and analyses of effective
rate in a unified way. The effective rate over i.n.i.d. hyper Fox’s H fading channels as well as
arbitrary correlated generalizedK fading channels has been investigated, which has given good
demonstrations on the application of the proposed MGF basedpproaches. Based on these results,
the effective rate over many practical fading channels can be obtained by simply substituting the
corresponding parameters instead of the cumbersome case-by-case integration procedure.
In addition, approximations have been given for the MGF based effective rate representation
as well as the effective rate representation over i.n.i.d. MISO hyper Fox’sH fading channels,
where both the truncation error and discretization error have been studied. These results have
been illustrated readily applicable to practical fading channels, such as Weibull/Gamma and
generalizedK fading channels. The simulations have been used to show the validation and
accuracy of the proposed analytical and approximation methods. These results have extended
and complemented the existing research of effective rate analysis.
We highlight that, as various metrics in wireless communication networks can be represented in
similarH transform format and multivariate Fox’sH functions have the possibility to characterize
the statistical properties of both independent and correlated channels, the obtained results will
be also valuable to the performance analyses of other statistic l metrics in wireless systems.
APPENDIX
A. Fox’s H function, multivariate Fox’s H function and H transform
The Fox’s H function [23, Ch. 1.2]Hm,np,q [·], or univariate Fox’sH function in order to
distinguish from multivariate Fox’sH function, can be defined by a single Mellin-Barnes type




















Φ (z) (vs)zdz, (33)
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wherei =
√






O = (m,n, p, q)
P = (u, v, c,d,C,D)
(34)
where c=(ċ,c̈), d=(ḋ, d̈), C=(Ċ,C̈) and D=(Ḋ,D̈), with ċ=(c1, . . . ,cn), c̈=(cn+1, . . . ,cp),
ḋ=(d1, . . . ,dm), d̈=(dm+1, . . . ,dq), Ċ=(C1, . . . ,Cn), C̈=(Cn+1, . . . ,Cp), Ḋ=(D1, . . . ,Dm) and











Typical operations used inH transform are defined as follows [20]. The convolution op-
eration is defined byO1 ⊞ O2 = (m1 + m2, n1 + n2, p1 + p2, q1 + q2) and P1 ⊞ P2 =
(u1u2, v1v2, c
′,d′,C′,D′), wherec′ = (ċ1, c2, c̈1), d′ = (ḋ1,d2, d̈1), C′ = (Ċ1,C2, C̈1) and
D
′ = (Ḋ1,D2, D̈1). The Mellin operation is defined byO1 ⊡ O2 = (m1 + n2, m2 + n1, p1 +
q2, p2 + q1) and P1 ⊡ P2 = (u1u2v2 ,
v1
v2
, c′′,d′′,C′′,D′′), where c′′ = (ċ1, 1q2 − d2 − D2, c̈1),
d
′′ = (ḋ1, 1p2−c2−C2, d̈1), C′′ = (Ċ1,D2, C̈1) andD′′ = (Ḋ1,C2, D̈1). Moreover, the scaling
operationP|α〉 is defined by(u/α, v/α, c,d,C,D), while the elementary operation〈α, β, γ|P
is defined by
(
u/(αv)βγ , (αv)β, c+ βγC,d+ βγD, βC, βD
)
. Interested reader should refer to
[20] for full details.
The operatorH0,n0;m1,n1;...;mN ,nNp0,q0;p1,q1;...;pN ,qN [·] is Fox’sH function ofN variables [23, Appendix A.1], or
multivariate Fox’sH function for simplicity, which can be defined in terms of multiple Mellin-
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1 , . . . , A
(N)
1 ), . . . , (ap0;A
(1)
p0 , . . . , A
(N)
p0 ), and (sj ,Oj,Pj)1,N abbreviates
N-parameter array{s1,O1,P1; · · · ; sN ,ON ,PN}, whereOj = (mj , nj, pj, qj) and
Pj = (uj, vj, c
(j),d(j),C(j),D(j)), whereasc(j) abbreviatespj-parameter array(c
(j)
1 , . . . , c
(j)
pj ).
Other abbreviations follow the same way. See [23] for more related details.
Specially, whenn0 = p0 = q0 = 0, the multivariate Fox’sH function breaks up into the















H [sj ,Oj ,Pj] . (39)



















given that the integral converges absolutely ands > 0.
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B. Proof of Theorem 1



















































































Then use the definition ofH transform (40), (6) can be achieved. By changing the integral
variate, an alternative form can be obtained as (7).
C. Proof of Lemma 2
Using theH transform definition (40), the integration form can be obtained. First we prove
that the integration can be truncated. Use the fact∂φ(s)
∂s
< 0 for s ∈ [0,∞), the truncation error







)ds ≤ Γ(A,Q), (43)
whereΓ(A,Q) is the incomplete gamma function [41, eq.(8.350.2)]. Sincethe integrands in (43)
are all positive fors ∈ [0,∞), thenE(Q) ≥ 0. Apply the Trapezoidal rules [21, eq.(3.5.2)] to
evaluate the finite integration, then (26) and (28) can be obtained. Follow the limitation rules,
we get (29).
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